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How to Use This Book
Click on an icon. That’s how this ebook works.
Vibrio Symptoms

Where G = Google B=Bing

SS= SlideShare YT=YouTube P=Pinterest

You simply decide what you want to know and then click on the search engine of your choice to
see the results of your search. Blast off.
Each and every Search Word Pro ebook operates exactly the same way. The search words are
on the left with the search engine icons immediately below them.
You click on an icon link and the hyperlink takes you directly to the desired search results. Here
are two more.
Vibrio Exams

Vibrio Diagnosis

Notice the differences in the keywords. The <disease or condition word> stays the same. The
<action word> changes and tells the search engine to bring you back the results you seek.
Each Search Word Pro ebook offers a step by step search word roadmap on the illness chosen.
The order is presented roughly in the same order one will need if one is just learning about a
newly diagnosed condition through treatment to recovery and return to full health.
Click to learn more. You just take small steps one right after the other. You select the keywords
to match your particular needs.
You can also utilize the Table of Contents to head directly to the particular topic and search you
want to focus on. It’s up to you.
Each search then gives you the magic search words. Just click! The icons link you to the search
engines and uncover the results containing the best available information about:

• Symptoms, signs of disease and prevention
• Exams, diagnosis, screening and tests
• Stages of disease, types of diseases, and risk factors
• Research, treatment options, and alternatives
• Procedures, surgery and post op recovery
• Prognosis, management, recovery and rehabilitation
• Support organizations, nationwide, online and in your local area
The search engine results bring you the most current information and guidance. This guidance
is literally at your fingertips.
You are in control. You get to go at your own pace. Each search brings you results on a different
action or deliverable. The search words were selected to:
1. Help you maintain a focus on the best available information; and
2. Helping you make the best informed decisions possible at each stage.
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Please Tell Me What You Think!
Would You Like to Know More?

Transforming Your Life for the Better is the Goal of Search
Word Pro
If you are going to have a transformative experience that dramatically improves the quality and
enjoyment of your life today, the chances are very good it will come from the results you find
using a search engine. Words have power. Knowledge is power. Click and it’s yours.
The goal of Search Word Pro is to help you improve your knowledge and success using the best
and most current knowledge available. This is a very special personal tool designed to help you
discover powerful and actionable information.
The searches you can do here are specifically designed to help you uncover the best knowledge
you can find online from the best sources and experts.
The results of each search show you what the top experts are doing and saying. You then get to
decide what you need and then focus on what works best for you. Like NY Times bestselling
author Andy Andrews says, “What you focus on gets bigger.”
Several years ago, I wrote a poem to describe my feelings about searching the Internet.
What is the most important word? Click.
Dreams lead to visions. Click.

Visions lead to ideas. Click.
Ideas lead to plans. Click.
Plans lead to actions. Click.
Actions lead to results. Click.
What’s the most important word? Click.
You are about to experience the power of the click.
I am not a medical health expert. However I do specialize in searching for knowledge. Seth
Godin taught me that “otaku” in Japanese means more than a hobby and less than an
obsession. So I, apparently, have “otaku” in the field of searching for knowledge on the
Internet. I love that word. I am a seeker of knowledge.
I have been doing professional research as a scientist and an attorney my entire career. Ten
years ago, I published the Magic Search Word series, and I applied for and received a US patent
describing a “Method and System for Creating Improved Search Queries”. I have improved what
I’ve learned since then to create what you are now using. I am sharing what I have learned
about searching. I created a powerful search tool that helps you find the best information
available on the Internet. It is focused on the disease or condition you are now inquiring about.
The sole purpose is to educate you quickly so you can make the best informed decisions.
You now have a set of keys that opens up an incredible storehouse of knowledge created
continuously from the contributions of amazing people from all over the world. Click!
You may be shocked and feel overwhelmed at first. So go slow. When you hit saturation, stop
and let what you have learned sink in.
Each day, if it is appropriate, learn a little more. Going through the searches, little by little, is
the best way to digest all of the information the search engines pull up.
Have it your way! Search Word Pro helps you choose results based on how you prefer to learn.





If you like reading information, choose Google or Bing.
If you prefer slide shows, use Slide Share.
If you like video, use YouTube.
And if you prefer imagery and graphics, use Pinterest.

Understand that beauty is in the eye of the beholder. You decide what you like and what you
need for yourself.
There are also some helpful new rules of the road which you must understand in order to get
the best out of the search engines and the results they deliver to you. These concepts govern
what you see and encounter on the information superhighway. Understanding what these
rules mean to you will help you get to where you really want to go.

Read more in Getting the Most Out of Search Word Pro, Slices, Snippets, Blinks, Tweets, and
Dicing and Searching the Internet More Effectively in the Appendices.
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Appendices
Getting the Most Out of Search Word Pro
The search engines continue to bust chops to outcompete each other trying to deliver the best
results. Every day the results change. To stay current, search often on what matters to you.
There are some pros and cons to using search engines and Search Word Pro.
One downside is that the search engines will turn up less-than-trustworthy information. People
do pay a lot of money for search-engine placement and page optimization. They are trying to
get your money. So be aware of search spam (defined to mean the deliberate manipulation of a
web page to give it an artificial boost in the search engine rankings).

Another downside is that you will find yourself spending more time online than you ever
imagined before. To avoid feeling overwhelmed, take baby steps. Identify just one action that
you can take to improve what you are doing each day.
The upside is that you will gain knowledge, and your skill and abilities will increase dramatically.
You may also end up believing that you no longer need to read, study and even make serious
use of antiquated things that don’t require electricity (like real books) and utilize the services of
the experts. Don’t lull yourself into thinking this is the end. In many cases, you’ll be better off
getting started online and then getting full access to the best of knowledge and expertise
directly from the author or creator.
If you like the free information you find on the search, go ahead and buy the book from the
author or the primary source. Get in direct contact! Go pro. Use the Internet to get started.
Then do what you need to do to go the distance by purchasing what you need to get the job
before you done properly. Always remember: if this is what they are offering for free, then
imagine what you can get if you buy the rest of what they have available.
The upside is that using Search Word Pro can be a time- and money-saving godsend.
First, you would probably never create many of these searches on your own.
Second, the critical search keywords won’t change until the search engines change the way
they process the search query.
Finally, you will be able to use Search Word Pro profitably and the skills you learn to get the
most current online information for many years to come and always get the most current and
up-to-date results. Remember, the search results will change every day!
Here’s how to get the most out of using Search Word Pro:
Search, scan, and identify the good stuff. Bookmark it. Save it for later.
When you scan a page of results, think about your problem or question, and then try to identify
the words that experts will use to describe their solution. Look for those keywords in the
results.
Search for nouns describing the things you want. Search for verbs describing the actions you
want to take. Add descriptors (adjectives and adverbs) to qualify (best, top, or favorite) what
you are looking for.

Does the headline contain relevant words? Does the snippet contain a promise of good content
inside? Is the source trustworthy?
HOT TIP: On any results page, use the Find function in your browser, and search for one of your
“solution” keywords. Voila! The results entries that contain that word will be highlighted for
you.
Focus on the potentially good stuff fast. Scan the headlines and snippets on a page of results. As
soon as you find one of interest, hover your cursor over the link and right-click on your mouse.
Then click on “Open Link in a New Tab”. Do this quickly with three or four of the most promising
posts, and then open up each one and quickly scan it for gold. If it contains valuable
information, then save it for later. Bam, bam, bam.
HOT TIP: When you open up a page of results at Google and Bing, read the web results quickly,
then click on Images, Videos, News and the other search options. Then make use of the “Search
Tools” and tailor your results to the last month, last week, or even the last 24 hours. Voila! This
is how you get the most current information out there.

You can grab the gold you find and run with the wonderful time-saving web-clipping programs
and apps like Evernote, which allow you to simply highlight content and save it to a clipping file
for later use with a click. Check them out:
Free Alternatives to Evernote

Do not read just for enjoyment or education. Identify what you need to take action and benefit
in a meaningful and substantial way from anything and everything that comes your way.
Read with a pen in your hand. Turn every good idea into an action. Write it down with a due
date and the name of the responsible doer (even if that is YOU). Define what you want to do.
Then do it. The only way to derive and benefit from knowledge is to apply that knowledge.
So take action! Do something that changes your world with what you learn.
When you find gold – take action. Mine the heck out of it. Rock it. Use it yourself or share it
with others. Help the people you can help the most.

Slices, Snippets, Blinks, Tweets and Dicing
Slice: A slice is what you do when you enter a key word at a search engine. You slice into the
universe of knowledge and tell the search engine to bring back just what you told it to look for.
The more words you enter, the narrower the slice becomes.
Snippets: Snippets are those brief descriptions of the results the search engine delivers to you.
The search engines use algorithms to decide what you see. Some of them also allow you to
control how much of what you see and how it is organized.
Blinks: A blink is what you think you know after reading the snippet.
Tweets: Tweets are the headlines which summarize and describe the content of the results or
the snippet.
Dicing: This is what you do when you click one of the media source categories at the search
engine to narrow the results to a certain type of content (News, Images, Videos, and more,
depending on the search engine). Google and Bing also allow you to dice by time (all, last year,
last month, last week, past 24 hours).

Searching the Internet More Effectively
Want to learn more about how to search the Internet more effectively?
Search the Internet More Effectively

Once you open up a search engine, your search query can be tailored and refined to get better
results, like this:


Add quotation marks around two words and a plus sign to narrow the results and focus
specifically on the results containing what you want. If the results are still too broad,
modify the search by taking off the quotation marks or by deleting a keyword, running
the search again, and then review your results.



Use a minus sign to eliminate results that contain a common word or unwanted results.
You can get rid of most of the dot coms like this … add the keyword -.com Voila! The
sites that sell product or services are dramatically reduced. What is left tends to come
from .net’s, .org’s, .gov’s, .edu’s, .mil’s — domains that are likely to offer more
trustworthy and less commercial content.



Add a file-type keyword to zero in on documents of a certain type, like this:






To find pdf files, add the key word .pdf
To find Powerpoint files, add .ppt
To find MS Word files, add the keyword .doc or .docx
To find spreadsheet files, add the word .xls
To find audio files, add the words .mp3 or .mp4

If you get no results, delete one or more of the search words in the query, and then click on
“search” again. Repeat until you get results. This is true right now on Pinterest and Slide Share.
If you do a search with a lot of key words (five to eight or more) and don’t get any results,
delete the end words in the search box one word at a time, broadening the search until you hit
a level populated by good results.
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Please Tell Me What You Think!
Did you like this book? Please send me your review and comments!
If you found Search Word Pro to be really helpful to you, please consider posting a review to
Amazon, Apple or Goodreads! I will appreciate it greatly!
If you found some really amazing discoveries using Search Word Pro, by all means share them
with me and let me know about your achievements!
And if you send me your reviewer comments, I’ll send you a free pre-review copy of one of the
upcoming titles.
Send your comments to me directly anytime at Paul@SearchWordPro.com

Would You Like to Know More?
I’m always creating new tools for people!
I’m creating Search Word Pro ebooks to cover:
• Specific book marketing and literary genres

• Specific business and industries in retail and technology
• Health (e.g., specific diseases)
• People (e.g., Top 50 Business People)
• Recreation (e.g., Hiking in Washington, Hiking the USA, etc.)
and one I call The Best of Everything, which includes all the fun places and activities you might
want to do in a particular city or state.
Anytime you want to learn more about what I’m up to you can visit www.SearchWordPro.com
or my Amazon Author Profile page at www.amazon.com/author/pauljkrupin
If you are a coach, a consultant, teacher or professor, want to have me create a Search Word
Pro ebook or handout that parallels your educational plans, please contact me and let me know
the topics you wish to see covered. Learn more here: www.searchwordpro.com/services
I am happy to listen to specific needs to see if a special search word pro strategy can be
developed to aid you in your search for improvement and success.
Take a look at the variety of helpful tools I am creating. If there’s something you don’t see, and
you think it would be of help and interest to other people, by all means let me know what it is.
Let me know what interests you the most!
Paul J. Krupin
Email me at Paul@SearchWordPro.com
PS. If you liked this ebook, please consider leaving a review wherever you bought the book, or
telling your friends and colleagues about it, to help us spread the word.
Help the people you can help the most!
More Search Word Pro ebooks:
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For complete listing visit www.SearchWordPro.com
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